Canadian Board of Examiners for Professional Surveyors
Core Syllabus Item
C 5: GEOSPATIAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Syllabus Topics:
Introduction to geospatial information systems (GIS) and geographic information science;
Representations of geospatial data (vector and raster), data structures and topology; Data
modeling and managing data in databases.
Introduction to query languages; Vector and raster data exploration, analysis and processing; Map
as a presentation tool and types of maps; Cartographic design principles, presentations, thematic
mapping and map generalization; Introductory visualization and graphic communications;
Introduction to spatial modeling and analysis; Network representation and analysis; Spatial
interpolation, surface modelling and analysis; Introduction to 3D GIS.
Data quality analysis, errors and natural variations; Geospatial data integration, metadata and
standardization issues; Web GIS, mapping services and geospatial information dissemination;
Access to information, privacy, security, and organizational structures (human resources, budget,
institutional aspects); GIS project design and implementation.
Recommended Prior Knowledge and Skills:
Core Schedule Item C1: Mathematics
Core Schedule Item C4: Coordinate Systems and Map Projections
Understanding of basic principles of computer programming (equivalent to any introductory
computer programming course offered to first-year, none computer science students)
Learning Outcomes:
The following lists the knowledge and skills that a candidate is expected to have in order to
satisfy the requirements of this syllabus item. They are grouped into six high-level learning
outcomes.
1.

Describe the concepts, principles, techniques and applications that are fundamental to GIS
and that differentiate GIS and geographic science from other information systems,
technologies and sciences.
•

Define GIS terms as shown in the Glossary of GIS Terms in the appendix section of
the essential reference.

•

Explain the basic concepts and principles associated with geospatial information
management and systems, including how they differ from other information systems,
and why.

•

Describe the functional basis of a GIS, including its classical three-tier architecture,
major system components, typical software components (functions), and how it works.

•

Explain how the real-world is represented based on a feature model (i.e., point, line and
area) in GIS.

•

Illustrate the range and diversity of GIS applications for solving real-world problems.

•

Describe the map projections and geo-referencing methods adopted in Canada and
their importance to GIS.

•

2.

3.

4.

Use common GIS techniques for spatial query, analysis, modeling, and related
scientific computing.

Explain the nature and characteristics of geospatial data, data representations, methods of
data input and editing, and data organization/management in GIS.
•

Explain the main characteristics (spatial and thematic) of geospatial data.

•

Differentiate the vector and raster methods of geospatial data representation.

•

Explain how topological data is created and handled in GIS by recalling the concept of
topology and topological data structures in relation to geospatial data.

•

Illustrate how commonly-used data editing methods (such as generalization, edge
matching, rubber sheeting, and address geocoding) work.

•

Describe characteristics of DEM and TIN model.

•

Explain the concept of database, database management system, and how databases are
linked to GIS following either relational database model or object-relational database
model.

•

Outline GIS data modeling process by identifying and explaining the different levels of
data abstraction (conceptual, logical and physical), data models and their features.

Apply GIS concepts, principles and techniques to real-world spatial problem solving and
mapping applications.
•

Differentiate between data, information and knowledge.

•

Discuss the difference between spatial information retrieval and analysis.

•

Compare vector and raster data in terms of data storage, analysis and representation.

•

Explain common data query and analysis operations available in a typical GIS.

•

Perform attribute-based and location-based (spatial) queries.

•

Perform spatial analysis using vector-based and raster-based buffering and overlay
operations, and basic network analysis.

•

Categorize different spatial interpolation methods in terms of local vs. global and exact
vs. inexact.

•

Discuss the characteristics of thematic maps (e.g., choropleth maps, dot map and
graduate symbol maps) and general reference maps (e.g., topographic maps).

•

Explain the characteristics of measurement scales and their relationships to visual
variables.

•

Apply basic cartographic principles, visual variables, and map symbology in map
design and visualization in GIS.

•

Create process models for spatial (analytical) modeling under a set of constraints.

•

Demonstrate with examples how GIS analysis and modeling skills can be used to solve
spatial problems

Evaluate different GIS data collection approaches and data sources that require the
knowledge of data quality, data fusion, data exchange, metadata management, and other
issues such as data pricing, data access policies, privacy, security, and organizational
influences.

5.

6.

•

Describe the main sources of geospatial data and different GIS data acquisition
methods, including digital terrain data.

•

Describe the types and sources of errors present in geospatial data.

•

Explain the main data quality indicators as included in most spatial data quality
standards.

•

Outline the key data quality issues involved in using GIS.

•

Discuss the importance, possible usage, and components of spatial metadata as related
to geospatial information management and GIS.

•

Explain briefly various types of standards related to geospatial information
management and GIS.

•

Discuss why various data standards are important to GIS.

•

Use diagrams to explain how data interchange format works and the benefits of using a
data interchange format.

Design appropriate implementation procedures and GIS development strategies that follow
the general principles of business modeling, software engineering, and project management.
•

Discuss the issues of implementing GIS with special reference to: data, people,
technology and application.

•

Explain user requirements and how the user requirements may be acquired, defined
and formally specified using a CASE tool or modeling language.

•

Recall the principles and methods of software engineering as applied to the
development of GIS applications.

•

Contrast the benefits and shortcomings of using GIS in a specific application context.

•

Evaluate strategies, plans and procedures for implementing an effective GIS system.

•

Be aware of related organizational aspects (e.g., human resources, budget)

Outline the new developments on web-based mapping services and GIS for better geospatial
information dissemination, decision support and applications.
•

Describe the concepts of web GIS/mapping and web mapping services.

•

Describe different types of web mapping, including how their end users interact with
client and server programs and their advantages and disadvantages.

•

Give examples of existing commercial web GIS/mapping software and online mapping
services provided by the mainstream IT firms.

•

Compare between traditional GIS and web-based GIS and mapping services.

•

Identify some technical, organizational and social issues related to the development of
web GIS/mapping and services.

•

Demonstrate the basic understanding of the implications of these new developments in
geospatial information dissemination, decision support and applications.
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